Relativistic configuration interaction calculations have been done for Mo VI 4p 5 4d 2 J = 5/2 and nf 2 F 5/2 (n=4-6) wave functions. Level energies and E1 oscillator strengths for transitions between these states and the nd 2 D (n=4-6) states have been obtained. The calculated LS compositions of all 11 levels of 4p 5 4d 2 J = 5/2 have been found to be in good agreement with other designations. While most calculated level energies agree well with the most recent experimental work, large discrepancies in a few (upper) levels do exist. The oscillator strength of all 84 transitions are computed, and 36 of the largest (f > 0.001) are presented here. Most of the oscillator strengths are computed for the first time.
Introduction
Mo VI is a member of the Rb I isoelectronic sequence with 4p 6 4d as its ground state configuration. It's important for diagnostics of controlled fusion plasmas.
Our interest in this species came about from our work on Mo V [1] , where we calculated the positions of the 4p 5 4d 3 levels. These levels were interpenetrating the 4d(np+4f), 5s5p levels. The changing core (4p 5 vs 4p 6 ) population means fewer correlation effects nearly cancel, thus requiring the use of much more extensive wave functions. It was suggested [2] that Mo VI might offer a test of our methods, as it was simpler (fewer electrons) and that some results were available for the 4p states are strong perturbers of the nf and np one-electron spectra, and they are responsible for an important part of Mo VI's spectrum. However, identifying them experimentally is not an easy task. For example, identification of the 4p transitions is complicated by three facts [3] . First, there are other transitions in Mo VI that lie in the same spectral region. Second, there are transitions in Mo V that behave very similarly to the transitions of interest. Finally, there is strong interaction between the 4p for the first time and established 38 out of the total 45 levels [4] . In 1991, Kancerevicius et al [3] published their results for Mo VI, also complicates the computations for their level energies. Before this work, there was only one semi-empirical computation by Cowan for these levels. The results were not formally published, but they can be derived from [4] . Comparing with [3] , his calculated levels are too high by 972 to 7772 cm −1 . These large discrepancies, while illustrating the elusiveness of the 4p 5 4d 2 levels, provided motivations to the present calculation and one on-going experiment work [2] . In our work, we have done relativistic configuration interaction calculations for energy values of Mo VI 4p 6 nd (n=4-6) even parity states, 4p 6 nf (n=4-6) and 4p 5 4d 2 J=5/2 odd parity states, and oscillator strengths of transitions between them. To simplify notations, we will drop the closed core in the one-electron configurations from now on. We will also use "Rn" to denote the levels of 4p
with the lowest one being R1.
Methodology
The methodology employed is the Relativistic Configuration Interaction (RCI) [6] method. Since the relativistic effects and correlation effects are not additive, they are treated simultaneously by RCI. The Hamiltonian is the Dirac-Coulomb(-Breit) one. The many-electron correlation effects are incorporated as in a first-order wave function. Since J and parity are good quantum numbers, RCI calculations for each J, parity set are independent of one another. Considerable efficiencies are achieved by recognizing that for many properties, such as transition matrix elements, the major accuracy criterion is the relative spacing of levels achieved within the set. The position of one set of levels relative to another set can be left to determination by experiment.
In the present instance, it was decided to focus on the J=5/2(odd) levels, as those from 4p nf Rydberg series. While the J=7/2 (odd) levels also have a strong interaction with this series, calculation of just the one series took several calendar months ("off and on"), restricting us to doing less than all the J, parity sets associated with the 4p 5 4d 2 configuration. While there is some commonality of one-electron (radial) and N-electron (configurations used) basis sets between J=5/2 (odd) and 7/2(odd), which would reduce the time element for a J=7/2(odd) calculation, the J=1/2(odd) and 3/2(odd) 4p np Rydberg series, which is, a priori, terra incognita to RCI. The even parity levels were selected by looking for those levels which could have large f -values with (some) J=5/2(odd) levels. Our choice was the 4p 6 nd series (J=3/2 and 5/2). These series have no strong perturbers, and determing the relative positions of the levels within a RCI calculation is a relatively simple affair, as it is not necessary to include much core-valence correlation, as we had to do for J=5/2(odd). This does mean that RCI energy differences between J=5/2(odd) and J=3/2 (J=5/2) are not accurate, thus requiring the use of an experimental value.
The reference space is chosen first. All configurations corresponding to the levels of interest are included. Their radial functions are generated by numerically solving the Dirac-Fock (DF) equations using Desclaux's code [7] . A common set of DF radials are used for a given parity's state. The first-order wave function is constructed by making single and double excitations from the reference space. For those originally unoccupied subshells, i.e. virtuals, the radial functions are represented by Relativistic Screened Hydrogenic (RSH) functions. For each symmetry l, usually 3 RSH functions are adequate to represent the compact portion of the entire Rydberg and the continuum series of the radial space. The only adjustable parameter in the RSH function is the effective charge, Z * . Starting with an estimate, its value is determined by minimizing the appropriate root during the energy variation process.
Once the approximate wave function is obtained, it's straightforward to calculate the atomic properties such as the electric dipole oscillator strength (or f -values). All transitions are calculated using our "one-pass" algorithm [9, 10] which computes all transitions simultaneously for a fixed energy difference, and then scales appropriately the individual f -values with the experimental energy difference when available.
Because the even and odd parity wave functions are computed with separate basis sets, non-orthonormality effect must be included when computing the f -values. This is done using the method of King et al [11] . Details of the methodology can be found in [12] .
Calculations

Mo VI nf (n=4-6) + 4p
5 4d 2
J=5/2 odd parity states
In the beginning, we included only nf (n=4-6), 4p 5 4d 2 in the reference space because of the strong interactions between them. Later, when we found the nearby higher states of 4p 5 4d 5s and 7f had a relatively large composition in the wave function, we enlarged the reference space by including these two configurations. However, they are less correlated than other configurations in the reference space due to restrictions on the size of basis set.
The DF calculation for 4f 2 F 5/2 yields the numerical radial functions of the closed core: 1s, ..., 4p and 4f. Other radials are obtained from the DF calculations for the corresponding reference configurations, with the 4d radials taken from 4p
Three sets of virtuals with l ≤ 4 have been used. The exception is l=5, which has only one RSH function. The 4d, 4f and 4p electrons are treated as valence ones. Since the <r> of 4f is about 1 a.u. larger than that of 4d and 4p, to capture the diffuse portion of the whole Rydberg series, we put some restrictions on the kind of correlation configurations used when calculating the first set of virtuals. That is, though we make single and double excitations from 4p, 4d and 4f in nf and 4p
, we leave out those double excitations from 4p which need much larger Z*'s. The second set of virtuals is added by making double excitations from 4p. Since the <r> of the 4s and 4p radials are very close, excitations involving 4s should need similar Z*'s as those from 4p. Finally, the third set of virtuals is added to saturate all the important correlations.
Due to the limitation on the RCI matrix size (20k), we don't include l > 5 in the virtual space. To estimate their correlation effect on the energy values of 4p states higher. Therefore, the total net effect from l > 5 should be less than 26 meV. So we don't include these extrapolations in our final results.
Some second-order effects are found to be important to the level energies. During the calculation, we notice 4p There are also other second-order effects that are important. The largest of these should come from products of the largest pair excitations (quadruple excitations) and the products of the largest single and pair excitations (triple excitations). Among the correlation excitations, the most differentially large ones are double excitation of 4p
, single excitations of 4p → 4f, 5f, vf and 4s → 4d. We combine these together to have 4p . Impacts on the remaining levels are small.
With the large reference space and large number of second-order effects, the basis set grows rapidly and would be 8 times the 20k limit. The bulk of it is due to correlations To make sure all the reference configurations are correlated equivalently, some methods must be taken to reduce the basis size. The one that has been extensively used in this work is REDUCE [13] . Briefly, this rotates the original basis functions for a correlation configuration to maximize the number of basis functions having a zero interaction with all the reference functions. These "zero interactions" are then discarded. We have applied REDUCE to about 300 configurations. The final RCI matrix size is 19,621.
Mo VI nd (n=4-6) even parity states
The reference space consists of the 3 levels of interest to us: 4d, 5d and 6d. The numerical DF radial functions for 1s, ..., 4p and 4d are generated from the DF calculation for 4d, while the 5d and 6d radials are from the separate DF calculation for 5d and 6d. All these calculations are done using Desclaux's code [7] .
Three sets of virtuals with l ≤ 5 are used. The virtuals are added in "layers" as in the odd parity case. The first set is for excitations from the outermost orbital 4d, 5d and 6d. The second set, in addition to the first set, is introduced to represent excitations from the shallow core orbital 4p and 4s. Finally, the third set of virtuals is added to saturate those differentially important configurations. (see table 1 ) and 5f levels. In these two levels, the percentage of 4p 5 4d 2 and 5f are very close with the leading composition accounting for slightly more than 50%. As can be seen from the due to using a common set of radial functions. This shows that the 4d radials are indeed quite different between the top and the bottom level. To compensate for this difference, we add 4d → vd, the symmetry preserving single excitation, to the basis set. Then the energy difference becomes 153 359 cm , very close to that calculated using Desclaux's code. We are thus assured that as long as 4d → vd is present, the difference among the 4d radials of the 4p denotes either two DF f subshells, or two virtual f subshells, or combination of both). It has a total energy contribution of 144 meV in the separate run, but 103 meV in the big run. This energy loss can be understood from perturbation theory where the second-order energy is given by:
Results and Analysis
Mo VI nf + 4p
Since the 4p levels are thus improved, while the lower ones differ even more from the experiments. We have also estimated the retardation and radiative effects using the second version of Desclaux's code [15] . Differentially, they don't exceed 93 cm respectively, so small that we have neglected them.
Mo VI nd (n=4-6) even parity states
The RCI level energies are shown in table 3.
The magnetic Breit effect is examined at the final stage of calculation. For the J=3/2 states, the 5d and 6d level is lowered by 60 cm . Though this looks a little big considering the one-electron configurations studied, it's actually a small number comparing to the energy value of the 6d level which is 386 167 cm −1 [5] . Indeed, the average percent error between adjacent levels is only 0.43%. For the J=5/2 states, the average absolute error is 383 cm −1 , while the average percent error between adjacent levels is 0.39%. The small separation error indicates that the RCI basis functions are accurately "mixed together".
For both of the J states, the differentially most important excitations are pair excitations from 4p nd and single excitations from 4p and 4s.
Mo VI Oscillator strengths (f -values)
When calculating the f -values, the energy values measured by Kancerevicius et al [3] have been used for transition energies. We have done some test runs to improve their gauge agreement. For example, we have tried to attach a numerical 5d radial to the radial space of the odd parity states to saturate the radial overlap between the 5d in the even parity state and the d's in the odd parity state. While this had a big effect on the gauge agreements of 6d -4p 5 4d 2 R10, 5f which were improved by 12% and 9% respectively, those of the above 6 transitions were improved less or even got worse. The largest excluded f -value is 0.167 in Coulomb gauge with the gauge agreement being 27%.
For transitions nd
J=5/2 (n=4-6), there are 16 out of 3 × 14 big transitions. Two of them are left out from table 4 due to large guage discrepancies. For the remaining 14 transitions in table 4, the average gauge agreement is 5.0%.
From table 4, the R11 level is strongly connected only to the 4d level, which may give some difficulty in determining its position during the experiment. As shown in table 1, none of the 4p and R7 have very small f -values because their leading term is a quartet which violates the ∆S = 0 rule. The leading term of R6 is also a quartet but the transition involving it has a nontrivial f -value. This is because it has some 2 F composition characteristic of the principal line and some 4f composition which has a big matrix element. Although the R4 level has a slightly larger (8%) composition of 2 F than the R6 level, it doesn't show up in table 4 because there is almost no 4f composition in it.
As for transitions from 5d or 6d to 4p
, they involve double-electron jumps and should have been forbidden. But in table 4, they correspond to small but nonzero f -values. This is mainly because the 4p 5 4d 2 levels are, to a more or less extent, interlaced with the nf one-electron spectra, which are connected to the nd states by electric dipole transitions. This same reason can be applied to account for the larger f -value of transitions involving the 4p 5 4d 2 R10 level. As can be seen from table 1, the R10 level has totally a 49% nf composition which contributes to its oscillator strengths.
Calculations made by Cowan are also listed in R10 to (RCI) 5f and 6f. The sums are only roughly conserved (3.59 vs 2.92), but the energy range is quite large, so the theory [17] is likely not as applicable. This argument also presumes that the unavailable 4f, 5f, 6f Cowan f -values are small to moderate in size.
Conclusion
We have done relativistic configuration interaction calculations for the nd (n=4-6) 
a The 4p 5 4d 2 levels are denoted with Rn. For each level, the first line is from RCI, the second line is from Tauheed et al [4] and percentages less than 3% are omitted. The third line for each level is from Kancerevicius et al [3] and percentages less than 10% are omitted. Results of RCI have no magnetic Breit effect. [4] .
